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1. Overview
1.1 5G Market Development
By the middle of January, 2019, a total of 201 operators from 83 countries have invested in 5G mobile
networks and 5G fixed wireless access (FWA) networks, and 20 countries have completed 5G spectrum
auction and distribution. (Source: GSA)
Figure 1-1 Status of global 5G spectrum distribution

To be distributed in 2020 (15+)

To be distributed in 2019 (20+)

Distribution completed (20)

Distribution time unspecified

86 telecom operators from 46 countries have announced that they will launch 5G commercial services
before 2022. Among them, 14 European countries have completed spectrum auction, 52 operators from 19
Asia-Pacific countries are investing in 5G, 3 operators from South Korea officially launched 5G on April 3,
2019, and the US also announced the commercial use of 5G on the same day. 19 operators from other 11
countries have also announced that they will launch 5G services in 2019 or 2020.
In the future 2 to 3 years, the globe will usher in large-scale deployment of 5G, user equipment (UE) will
be quickly popularized, and services will be launched in full swing

1.2 Site Evolution Trend in the 5G Era
With the advent of the 5G era, network RATs and frequency bands are increasing. Existing RATs will
coexist with 5G in a long term, and networks are becoming more and more complex. Over 70% of
operators have more than 5 bands, and more frequency bands, such as C band and mmWave, will be added
to future networks.
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Currently, the mainstream 2G/3G/4G sites are in the form of BBU+RRU+antenna. In the 5G era,
mainstream sites will evolve into the form of BBU+AAU.
Figure 1-2 Evolution of site form in 5G era
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1.3 5G Site Deployment Strategy
The operators face problems of increasing frequency bands, more complex networks, increasing devices,
and higher OPEX in 5G era. How to better construct and maintain 5G networks is an urgent problem for
most operators. To resolve this problem, improving network resource utilization efficiency, using
differentiated site solutions, and opening site resources to achieve optimal site TCO. Therefore, 5G UltraLean Site should be deployed based on the following policies:


Resource sharing and efficiency improvement: Reuse operator resources through spectrum sharing,
power sharing, and channel sharing, and maximize spectral efficiency using technologies such as
multi-sector, multi-channel, and massive-MIMO.



Easy deployment: Minimize site infrastructure reconstruction, including antenna modernization,
power supply reconstruction, and transmission reconstruction, to improve 5G site deployment
efficiency.



Energy saving: Reduce power consumption by coordinating module, site, and network, decreasing
operators' OPEX.



Evolvability: All hardware including radio equipment, antenna, and 5G-ready power supply should be
evolvable, spectrum resources should support on-demand dynamic allocation on 4G/5G networks, and
sub-3G should support smooth evolution to 5G.
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The 5G Ultra-Lean Site White Paper consists of four chapters:


Chapter 1: describes 5G market development, site evolution trend, and key elements and strategies for
site construction.



Chapter 2: shows the architecture of typical 5G target networks and a three-layer network.



Chapter 3: introduces the scenario-based 5G Ultra-Lean Site solution based on the requirements of 5G
target networks for sites, aiming to resolve the problems of operators' network deployment.



Chapter 4: focuses on site openness and calls for more social resources to promote the rapid
deployment and development of 5G networks.
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2. Target Networks in the 5G Era
2.1 5G Network Evolution Trend
2.1.1 Multi-RAT Coexistence
It is estimated that multiple RATs will coexist in most operators' networks before 2025. Currently, the
OPEX of mainstream operators accounts for more than 60% of their TCO. With the deployment of 5G,
their OPEX will be increasing if 2G, 3G, 4G, and 5G networks coexist. To improve operation efficiency, it
will become an inevitable trend to gradually shut down 2G/3G networks, and migrate voice, data, and IoT
services to 4G/5G networks with higher spectral efficiency for simplify networks.
Figure 2-1 Global users evolution trend
Global users evolution trend(unit: 0.1Billion)
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In June 2018, the first version of 5G NR standards 3GPP Release 15 was frozen, marking a significant
milestone in the history of communications. In Release 15, LTE air interfaces are comprehensively
enhanced, capable of supporting E-UTRA-NR Dual Connectivity (EN-DC) and LTE connection to 5G
Next Generation Core (NGC). This allows LTE to evolve together with NR, both of which will be integral
parts of the 5G era, and evolve together to build the target network of "LTE Evolution + NR" in the 5G era.

2.1.2 Unbalanced Service Distribution
Due to differentiation of user distribution and service models, distribution of CS/PS services in different
areas are unbalanced. The following figure shows the distribution of users and services on the LTE network
of operator T. The number of UEs in different grids varies greatly. The maximum number of UEs and the
minimum number of UEs differ by over 50 times, and the service volume differs by over 80 times.
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Figure 2-2 CS/PS service distribution of operator T

In the 5G era, the traffic of user packages is 10 times higher than that of the 4G era, and packages for
different user groups differ greatly, making the traffic imbalance between different sites more prominent.
For example, the traffic of an operator's 5G basic package in South Korea is 150 GB, while the traffic in the
4G era is only 2 GB. It is foreseeable that in 5G commercial networks, the differences of site solutions in
different areas are more prominent, and the differences and diversity of sites are more obvious.

2.1.3 Target network characteristics
5G target network has the following characteristics by analyzing the requirements of 5G services for
networks and sites.


High site density: 5G frequency band coverage is worse than that of 4G, but cell edge users require
higher experience, greater site density is required.



Pole/macro site ratio is high: the problem of 5G indoor coverage or street coverage hole is more
prominent, requiring ordinary pole site to coordinate with macro stations to quickly improve outdoor
ubiquitous coverage.



5G indoor coverage: 5G penetration loss is large, and outdoor site covered indoors is difficult. To
ensure 5G service experience, indoor digital network needs to be built synchronously.
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2.2 5G-oriented Target Network
Considering the long-term coexistence of multiple RATs and the impact of service imbalance on site
deployment, the 5G era requires three-layer network:
Figure 2-3 Three-layer network model
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Basic coverage and capacity layer (underlying network): The continuous coverage and capacity
network with mainly macro sites meets basic coverage and capacity absorption requirements. It is
mainly used for outdoor services.



Capacity experience layer (middle-layer network): The non-continuous coverage and capacity network
with mainly pole sites meets experience consistency requirements in specific scenarios. The network
is provided for edge areas of macro sites or traffic highlands, and is mainly deployed at roads, highrise buildings, residential areas, large gathering areas, and scenic spots.



Indoor value layer: The indoor value network based on indoor digitalization is mainly used to absorb
indoor traffic and ensure service experience. The network generally applies to indoor scenarios such as
CBDs, transportation hubs, and shopping malls.
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3. Scenario-based 5G Ultra-Lean Site
How to implement fast 5G deployment under limited sites and spectrum resources is an urgent issue to be
addressed. Based on deployment scenarios, this chapter describes the challenges and evolution solutions for
deployment in multiple scenarios, such as single-site resource sharing and efficiency maximization,
evolution from existing sites to 5G, new 5G outdoor site deployment, and 5G indoor distributed coverage.

3.1 Site Resource Sharing and Efficiency Improvement
As SingleRAN becomes the de facto standard of wireless networks in the industry, it is a common
phenomenon that multiple frequency bands and multiple-RAT coexistence and are managed by a single
physical site. In the 2G/3G era, wireless communication networks use a static allocation mechanism to
manage spectrums, power, and transmit channels. With the progress of the current technology, sites can use
dynamic allocation and sharing mechanisms to manage spectrums, output power, and channel resources,
thereby further improving efficiency of mobile communication networks in the 4G/5G era.

3.1.1 Site Resource Sharing


Spectrum sharing
In the past few decades, the refarming mechanism is used when multiple RATs coexist on the same
frequency band of wireless networks. That is, the networks allocate fixed spectrum resource blocks to
different RATs statically. At present, a new algorithm is used on sites to implement dynamic
management of spectrum resources, and fast scheduling and allocation are implemented between
RATs to improve network resource efficiency and improve user experience.
LTE and 5G can flexibly share resource in the time domain and frequency domain, that is, implement
RB sharing, greatly improving spectrum sharing and efficiency. According to 3GPP specifications,
both LTE and 5G use resource blocks to manage air interface resources. In this way, LTE and 5G NR
can implement dynamic spectrum allocation in a finer (RB-level) and faster (ms-level) manner.
If LTE and 5G are deployed on existing spectrums such as sub-3G, the radio, antenna, power supply,
and cabinet resources of existing sites can be reused to the maximum extent. In this way, wide 5G
coverage can be implemented by lightweight network reconstruction or software upgrade. This also
reduces the cost of purchasing spectrums and network deployment time for operators, and shortens the
return on investment (ROI) period.
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Figure 3-1 Dynamic spectrum sharing
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Power sharing
The multi-carrier and multi-RAT features of the SingleRAN RF unit enable operators to share the
transmit power in a single RF unit to achieve power sharing between carriers, between RATs, and
between frequency bands, improving experience of cell edge users and cell throughput.
Figure 3-2 Power sharing
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Channel cloudification
Traditional networks are designed to be network-centric. In other word, users at the cell edge receive
degraded service due to weak signals.
Figure 3-3 User Centric Network
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Channel cloudification aims to transform communication between network and mobile users from
network- to user-centricity and offer a no-edge experience. Channel cloudification leverages multiple
signals received in an overlapping coverage area to improve communication quality as well as multiuser MIMO technologies to increase network capacity. Meanwhile, channel cloudification schedules
which base stations serve as active clusters depending on dynamic user location. User experience and
network capacity are improved significantly in high-density areas such as stadiums and indoor
scenarios.


Uplink & downlink decoupling
The current C band has been determined as the preferred frequency band of 5G. It provides abundant
spectrum resources for operators, but its coverage radius is smaller than that of sub-3G. In the existing
LTE uplink frequency bands, dynamic spectrum sharing between LTE and 5G air interfaces is
implemented, and abundant C band spectrum resources are used as downlinks of new 5G air
interfaces, so that 5G coverage can be greatly expanded, achieving co-coverage of C band and sub-3G.

3.1.2 Spectral Efficiency Improvement
Restricted by the classical sector structure, a single cell at traditional 2G/3G/4G network sites can
implement concurrency of only one or two data streams. In areas with limited spectrums (such as Asia
Pacific) or traffic hot spot areas (such as Japan and South Korea), sites using traditional technologies
cannot meet increasing traffic requirements. With innovative technologies such as antenna, RF, and
beamforming, site capacity can be doubled in different scenarios.


Multi-sector: Traditional 2T3S is upgraded to 2T6S or 4T6S, and the number of cells in the same
coverage area doubles, which also doubles the UMTS and LTE network capacity.



Multi-channel: Traditional 1T2R/2T2R sites are upgraded to 4T4R or 8T8R sites to concurrently
transmit more data streams and achieve higher-order MIMO, improving spectral efficiency and cell
capacity. The 1.1-1.3x spectral efficiency can be achieved in 4T4R cells when 2R UEs are used. In 4R
UEs, 1.5-1.9x spectral efficiency can be achieved.



Massive MIMO: The key 5G technology massive MIMO can double 4G/5G network capacity. To be
specific, massive MIMO enables space division multiplexing (SDM) of air interface resources on sites
through more precise channel estimation and finer beamforming, doubling the spectral efficiency and
capacity of sites. 3D MIMO can improve spectral efficiency by three to five times.

3.2 Evolution to Ultra-Lean Site
Urban macro sites are mainly located at rooftops and green fields. In the regions and countries that first
build 5G networks, such as Europe, Japan, South Korea, China, and Middle East, urban site are mainly
rooftop sites, and greenfield sites are auxiliary. Rooftop sites account for 70% to 80%, and greenfield sites
20% to 30%.
The evolution of existing sites to 5G faces challenges of difficult deployment, high OPEX, and no support
for sustainable evolution. For scenarios of existing site evolution, the concepts of "easy to deploy", " energy
saving ", and "sustainable evolution" are raised at Ultra-Lean Site. The following sections describe the
challenges and evolution directions of each module.
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3.2.1 Ultra-Lean 5G Radio Equipment
With the advent of the 5G era, four generations (2G/3G/4G/5G) and six RATs (GSM, UMTS, LTE FDD,
LTE TDD, NB-IoT, and NR) will coexist in a typical wireless site. In the future, the spectrum of a single
site will have more than 10 frequency bands, and the total bandwidth will exceed 1000 MHz (C band:
typically 100 Mbit/s; mmWave: typically 400 Mbit/s to 800 Mbit/s; existing sub-3G frequency band: 100
Mbit/s to 300 Mbit/s). The new 5G spectrum has a large bandwidth and is mainly deployed in massive
MIMO mode. With the continuous capacity improvement of existing LTE networks, 4T4R will be the basic
configuration, and multi-sector and massive MIMO will also become capacity solutions for hotspot areas.
In the future, LTE frequency bands will gradually evolve to 5G NR. All these bring great challenges to 5G
radio equipment.
BBUs in the 5G era must have the following features:


Ultra-large capacity: 5G BBUs must have strong processing capabilities to meet large-capacity and
high-bandwidth requirements of C band and mmWave.



Flexible configuration: BBUs must support flexible and on-demand configuration of 4T4R, 8T8R, and
Massive MIMO cells.



Easy to evolve: 5G BBUs must meet flexible evolution requirements and should be future-proof for 5
to 10 years. This ensures that only cards need to be added for capacity expansion during evolution,
avoiding repeated reconstruction of power supply and heat dissipation devices.



Easy to deploy: 5G BBUs must support flexible deployment. Existing sites must have sufficient space
for installing 5G BBUs. In new deployment scenarios or if the space of existing sites is insufficient,
5G BBUs should be able to replace existing BBUs, or the mode of existing indoor BBUs + new
outdoor 5G BBUs should be used to avoid restructuring cabinets and equipment rooms.

From the perspective of tower resources, the introduction of new spectrums (C band and mmWave) and the
popularization of massive MIMO lead to increasing boxes on towers, which brings more severe challenges
to tower space and bearing capacity. In the future, RF modules will undoubtedly evolve towards multiband, multi-channel, and integration (active+passive).


Multi-band: With the development of ultra-wideband technology, one RF module can support multiple
frequency bands at the same time and provide sufficient transmit power. Multi-band modules can
effectively reduce the number of boxes on towers, tower rent, and installation cost. Low tri-band
modules (700M+800M+900M) and high dual-band modules (1800M+2100M) will become
mainstream RF modules.



Multi-channel: Developing multi-channel technology is the most effective way to cope with the
explosive growth of traffic.



Integration (active+passive): The integration of active and passive antennas will be an inevitable
choice. The passive part supports all sub-3G frequency bands, and the active part supports C band and
massive MIMO. With the active+passive integration technology, sites with extremely limited antenna
space can continue to evolve to 5G sites and reserve space for mmWave deployment in the future.

3.2.2 Ultra-Lean 5G Antenna
In the 3G/4G era, when new frequencies need to be introduced and network capacity needs to be expanded,
operators usually add antennas, which increases the number of antennas in single sectors. However, current
antenna space are limited, the load-bearing capacity of sites is close to the upper limit, the requirements for
beautification need to be satisfied, and the approval period is excessively long, posing a great challenge for
5G deployment.
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Limited space: Generally, an AAU that is integrated with an RRU and an antenna is used in the 5G
network, requiring an independent antenna space in the situation where 2G/3G/4G networks have
occupied most of the antenna space. In addition, 70% of sites have no free space for boxes now.
Therefore, new antennas cannot be added, greatly increasing the difficulty of 5G deployment.



Limited wind-bearing/load-bearing capacity: The wind-bearing capacity of poles is limited. Some sites
are insufficient to support antennas of 2G/3G/4G +AAUs networks, and the poles need to be upgraded
or hardened. In addition, the load-bearing capacity of some sites exceeds the limit of the floor. This
further increases the reconstruction difficulty.



Increasing rent: Site rent accounts for 20% of network OPEX. Generally, the rent is charged based on
the number of poles, wind load, load weight, and box quantity. Adding new antennas or poles for 5G
deployment will increase the rent or site reconstruction cost.



Time-consuming approval: As adding poles cause environment changes, it needs to be approved by
the government. The process from submitting an application to obtaining the permit takes 3 to 12
months.

To address the challenges of antenna deployment, different solutions are recommended for different
scenarios of site evolution to 5G:


Sufficient space
The operators have their own towers, the space and poles are sufficient, and the bearing capacity is not
limited. In this scenario, the idle poles can be reused or new poles can be installed to achieve the
smallest CAPEX and fastest deployment.
Figure 3-4 Antenna overlay in the scenario with sufficient space

Adding
5G AAU



Dual poles/sector
One pole is installed with the multi-port full-band passive antenna to incorporate all sub-3G frequency
bands, and the other pole is installed with the 5G AAU, simplifying antennas, avoids adding poles, and
suits network evolution in the future 3 to 5 years.
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Figure 3-5 1+1 solution for dual poles/sector
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Single pole/sector
If the space is extremely limited, there is only one pole in each sector, and the reconstruction cost is
high or the approval is difficult, the passive antenna+massive MIMO integrated solution is
recommended. The total length of the pole is controlled within 2 to 3 meters, simplifying the onsite
license, reducing the number of boxes on the tower, and achieving fast 5G deployment.
Figure 3-6 Integration of passive antenna and massive MIMO
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3.2.3 Ultra-Lean 5G Fronthaul
5G sites can provide a high peak throughput, meaning that a large number of transmission resources are
required on 5G networks. For 5G sites, fronthaul transmission networks must meet stringent requirements
for bandwidth, fiber resources, delay, and clock synchronization.


From 4G to 5G, the CPRI interface bandwidth increases by more than 10 times (from 9.8G to 100G),
posing a great challenge to fronthaul transmission networks.



The number of optical fibers to sites is insufficient, re-deploying optical cables is difficult, costly, and
time-consuming.
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CPRI and eCPRI must meet the requirement of ultra-low latency. According to CPRI standards, the
one-way transmission delay must be no more than 100 µs.



Both 4G TDD and 5G TDD services require high clock precision. The accuracy of fronthaul clock
precision should be within ±0.15 µs.

To address these challenges, the following solutions are recommended:


Using eCPRI technology by flexible CU/DU splitting for fronthaul transmission to reduce the
bandwidth required by a single AAU from 100 Gbit/s to 25 Gbit/s.



Use the optical fiber multiplexing solution to minimize the number of feeder optical fibers. Currently,
mainstream multiplexing solutions include passive CWDM/DWDM and active OTN.
Figure 3-7 Optical fiber multiplexing solution
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Since 5G has high requirements on transmission delay, it is recommended that the single-hop
forwarding delay of a fronthaul device be no more than 5 µs.



To meet ultra-high clock precision requirements of 5G services, fronthaul devices must support ITU-T
protocol and their delay jitter must be less than 0.05 µs.

3.2.4 Ultra-Lean 5G Backhaul
Generally, there are two types of backhaul solutions: microwave backhaul and fiber backhaul. In the
evolution to 5G, each backhaul mode faces different challenges and solutions. The following describes the
two backhaul solutions separately.

3.2.4.1 Microwave Backhaul
The fiber backhaul solution has a high bandwidth advantage but is often restricted by right of way (ROW),
project duration, and technology. With the introduction of new microwave technologies and new spectrum,
higher bandwidth can be achieved to meet 5G requirements. In the 5G era, sites are more dense, and the
flexibility of microwave deployment takes an advantage. In situations where optical fibers cannot be routed
or the construction cost is high, the microwave solution is recommended.
Microwave deployment needs to be carried out on towers and occupies antenna space on towers. In
addition, the evolution and O&M are difficult. This requires 5G microwave to have the following features:


Ultra-Lean: In the traditional solution, multiple ODUs are stacked to achieve large capacity but pose
great challenges to the tower space and bearing capacity. For example, 10 Gbit/s backhaul bandwidth
requires stacking of 4 to 8 ODUs. For operators, highly integrated RF units (ODUs) and small-sized
antennas can effectively simplify deployment.
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Ultra-broadband: Microwave frequency bands are widely distributed and different frequency bands
bring different transmission distances. Three application scenarios are classified based on the
transmission distances:



−

Suburban scenario (within 20 km): The 6 to 42 GHz frequency bands are recommended. To adapt
to the 5 to 10 Gbit/s bandwidth requirements of links in the 5G era, more highly integrated
modules are recommended, such as two-channel or four-channel integrated RF module ODUs.

−

Dense urban scenario (within 3 km): E-band is recommended. Due to the large channel spacing of
E-band, the bandwidth of a single channel can reach 10 Gbit/s. If then cross polarization is used,
the bandwidth can reach 20 Gbit/s.

−

Suburb scenario (3–10 km): It is recommended that the common band + E-band (Multi Band Link)
solution be used to balance the link capacity and transmission distance and provide over 10 Gbit/s
bandwidth.

Smooth evolution: With the development of 5G services and increase of backhaul bandwidth, 5G
microwave needs to be upgraded. The modular design and capability of software capacity expansion
will be more important.

3.2.4.2 Fiber Backhaul
New services, architectures, spectrums, and air interfaces of 5G networks pose four challenges to fiber
backhaul:


10-fold bandwidth increase



10-fold delay decrease



High-precision time synchronization



Support for slicing

To address the preceding challenges, the following deployment policies are recommended for 5G fiber
backhaul:


To meet the requirements of 5G backhaul bandwidth, the existing equipment rooms and optical cable
resources can be reused to implement PAM4-based ring network, thereby constructing capabilities of
10GE to sites and 50GE to access rings.
Figure 3-8 Technical principles of RAM4
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To resolve the delay problem, gateways need to shift down to reduce the communication distance
between UEs and the NMS and decrease the fiber transmission delay for delay-sensitive 5G services.
At the same time, 5G devices with a lower delay should be selected to reduce forwarding and
scheduling delays.



To resolve the synchronization problem, the GPS or PTP is used to transmit synchronization
information to sites.
To support backhaul slicing, hard isolation (FlexE and ODUk) or soft isolation (VPN+HQoS) needs to
be performed for different services.

3.2.5 Ultra-Lean 5G Power Supply
The power consumption of a single 5G site in the industry is about 5000 W, a sharp increase compared with
the power consumption of 2G/3G/4G sites. This will pose the following challenges to the existing power
systems:


Insufficient AC power supply: The cost of mains capacity expansion is high and the period is long,
which seriously drags the 5G deployment pace and greatly increases investment.



Insufficient capacity of power supply systems: After 5G devices are added, the power consumption of
one site will exceed 10 kW. The outdated power supply systems are difficult to support so large power
consumption and the capacity expansion is difficult.



Insufficient battery capacity: After 5G devices are added, the power backup time decreases.
Traditional lead-acid batteries have low energy density and their capacities are difficult to expand.



Unable to support high-power long-distance transmission: In 5G scenarios with high power supply to
remote AAUs, the voltage drop of power cables is large and the transmission distance is limited.



Sharply increasing electricity fee: The increasing electricity fees affect operators' revenue and do not
meet government requirements for energy saving and emission reduction.

Therefore, it is recommended that the existing power supplies be reused for 5G devices to protect the
existing investment of operators with the following technologies:


Intelligent peak shaving: The mains input of some sites can only reach typical power consumption but
is less than the maximum power consumption. The intelligent peak shaving solution enables the
backup power supply system to charge during off-peak hours and discharge during peak hours. The
mains requirement is reduced from the peak value to the typical value, decreasing the mains
reconstruction rate.



Dynamic voltage boosting: The power supply system works with AAUs to dynamically adjust the
power output voltage in real time based on the AAU voltage, avoiding using thick power cables
replace thin ones and reducing line loss.



Full-Link energy saving: Energy saving of a single module cannot meet the energy saving
requirements of 5G sites. 5G networks should be intelligent and efficient from the perspective of
module, site, and network, thereby achieving the ultimate goal of 0 bit 0 watt.

Since the power supply capacity is insufficient, high-density power modules and lithium batteries can be
used to implement fast capacity expansion at the minimum space cost. The specific implementation
solutions are as follows:


High-density power modules and lithium batteries are installed in the existing cabinets to provide
independent power supply for 5G devices.
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Figure 3-9 Overlay of 5G power supply
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If the existing cabinets have insufficient space, it is recommended that the existing power modules be
replaced with high-density power modules that have a smaller size and larger capacity. A single power
module can meet the power supply requirements of an entire 2G/3G/4G/5G site. Alternatively, the
original lead-acid batteries are removed and replaced with high-density lithium batteries.
Figure 3-10 Ultra-Lean reconstruction using high-density power modules and lithium batteries
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For full-outdoor scenarios or sites where existing power systems are difficult to upgrade, outdoor
blade power modules and batteries with different capacities can be used to provide power backup for
5G AAUs based on the load, freeing the sites from reconstruction and achieving zero footprint
deployment.
Figure 3-11 Outdoor blade power deployment

AAU

Blade Power
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3.2.6 Vision of Long-Term Evolution to 5G
According to the current spectrum distribution, terminal industry development, and operators' 5G layout
analysis, most operators' mainstream roadmap of long-term evolution towards 5G is as follows: The 3.5
GHz frequency band is preferentially deployed at the early stage of 5G, and sub-3G also needs to evolve to
5G or mmWave needs to be deployed as services increase.
Figure 3-12 Target network evolution in the 5G era
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This section focuses on the conception of sub-3G and mmWave evolution to 5G.


Sub-3G evolution to 5G
Sub-3G evolution to 5G will bring more difficulties and challenges to sites. After C band is deployed,
the available antenna space and the available capacity of power supplies at sites are smaller. In
addition, the radio equipment at sites may be fully replaced. Therefore, during sub-3G evolution to
5G, in advance all requirements for hardware, spectrum, antenna, and power supply must be
considered.
−

5G ready radio equipment: Sub-3G RF and baseband hardware is ready, and smooth evolution to
5G can be achieved through software upgrade.

−

Dynamic spectrum allocation: Based on network requirements, 4G and 5G RB resources are
dynamically distributed in real time, supporting smooth evolution from sub-3G to 5G.

−

Continuous 1+1 antenna evolution: Passive antenna and C band Massive MIMO are further
integrated to support sub-3G evolution to 5G and avoid the need of adding new poles.
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Figure 3-13 1+1 antenna evolution
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Modular design of power modules and on-demand capacity expansion: The rectifiers, batteries,
and temperature control systems are designed in a modular manner and can be expanded based on
site power consumption.

5G mmWave deployment
mmWave is a new high frequency spectrum planned by 3GPP for 5G NR. Release 15 defines the
following mmWave spectrums:
−

n257 (26.5 GHz – 29.5 GHz), commonly known as 28G spectrum

−

n258 (24.25 GHz – 27.5 GHz), commonly known as 26G spectrum

−

n260 (37 GHz – 40 GHz), commonly known as 39G spectrum

−

n261 (27.5 GHz – 28.35 GHz), sub-spectrum of 28G

mmWave is an ultra-high frequency band with obvious rate and capacity advantages. In addition, the
air interface delay is small and they have strong reflection capability. However, the penetration loss is
high, and the diffraction and penetration capabilities are insufficient. mmWave is suitable for direct
LOS and rich reflection scenarios and has obvious advantages in high equivalent isotropically radiated
power (EIRP).
mmWave deployment adopts the RF and baseband integrated design. This mode features small size,
light weight, and low power consumption, and suits rooftop, wall-mounting, and pole-mounting
scenarios. The mmWave penetration loss is high, and the pole site resources of the society need to be
fully utilized to avoid the coverage problems caused by insufficient diffraction capability. For
example, public resources such as smart poles, lamp poles, and monitoring poles can be deployed to
quickly obtain site locations and reduce site construction costs.
Figure 3-14 Main mmWave deployment modes
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3.3 Newly built 5G Ultra-Lean Site
3.3.1 Challenges
According to the previously described three-layer target 5G network architecture, the density of 5G sites
will increase, and new sites need to be constructed. Traditional site deployment is complex due to the
coexistence of multiple frequency bands and RATs. Therefore, full outdoor Ultra-Lean Site that do not
require cabinets or equipment rooms will be the first choice in the 5G era.
Newly built site can be classified into macro and pole sites based on the capacity, coverage, and evolution
capabilities.

3.3.2 Macro Site Deployment Strategies
5G deployment will start from urban areas. In this case, most 5G sites will be macro sites installed on
rooftops. Traditional rooftop sites are complex because they need to accommodate 2G, 3G, 4G, and 5G
technologies. To minimize site infrastructure construction while accounting for the ability to involve,
rooftop macro sites must have the following two key features:


Site devices (including RRUs, AAUs, BBUs, power supplies, and batteries) must be full outdoor and
modular, supporting flexible combination and simplifying site deployment.



Modulization antenna design can be used, and passive antenna and active Massive MIMO antenna can
be integrated to minimize the required space for antenna so that only one antenna is required for each
sector.
Figure 3-15 Newly built rooftop macro site
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Greenfield macro sites also play an important role in 5G site deployment considering that rooftop resources
are increasingly difficult to obtain. The first thing to consider in greenfield macro site deployment is
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blending with the environment. Some countries have high requirements in this regard, for example, external
telecom cabinets are not allowed mounted on sites in Brazil, Saudi Arabia, and Peru.
To meet the landscaping requirements, many operators and equipment vendors are exploring new site
forms, for example, using vertical space of the tube tower to house BBUs, RRUs, transmission devices,
power supplies, and batteries. This solution has a small footprint, blends with the environments, and does
not require a cabinet.
Figure 3-16 Newly built greenfield macro site

3.3.3 Pole Site Deployment Strategies
In addition to macro sites, pole sites are also needed in blind spots and hot spots to meet coverage, capacity,
and experience requirements. Existing utility poles or new smart poles can be used in pole site deployment.
Existing pole site can make full use of social resources, such as monitoring poles, power poles, and lamp
poles. 5G miniaturized base station modules can be quickly installed on existing utility poles for fast
deployment.
Figure 3-17 Existing pole site
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Smart pole site is multi-purpose public infrastructure with communication functions. They integrate
multiple functions, such as intelligent lighting, video surveillance, mobile communication, traffic
management, environment monitoring, weather monitoring, emergency help, and information exchange. It
becomes a compound public infrastructure with communication functions.
Figure 3-18 Smart pole site

3.4 5G Indoor Coverage
Statistics show that more than 80% services on 4G mobile networks occur indoors. The industry predicts
that a greater number of mobile services will take place indoors as 5G spurs service diversity and extends
business boundaries. In this sense，indoor mobile networks of the 5G era will become part of operators'
core competitiveness.

3.4.1 Challenges
Building a 5G indoor network faces many challenges, such as high frequency networking, complex
engineering, and massive-scale O&M.


Poor indoor coverage at the 5G band: Compared with the sub-3GHz frequency band in the 4G era, the
C-band and mmWave used on 5G networks has a higher penetration loss, resulting in poor indoor
coverage. Therefore, dedicated indoor coverage systems need to be deployed for the 5G frequency
bands to ensure indoor experience of mobile users.



Difficult evolution to 5G: Traditional indoor distributed antenna systems (DAS) are products of the
2G/3G era. They cannot seamlessly evolve towards 5G due to the following two reasons:



−

Components cannot be reused: Many components, such as combiners and power splitters of
traditional DAS, do not support 3.5 GHz, or they are to difficult or costly to replace.

−

Engineering difficulties in 4x4 MIMO: Four feeders and four sets of components and antennas are
required for a 4-channel DAS. As a result, the engineering is difficult to implement, and even it is
implemented, the links are not balanced, may have performance problems.

Challenges to O&M caused by a large number of headends: Traditional passive DAS systems are
difficult to manage and maintain. Although active digital headends can be managed and controlled,
when the number is large, O&M becomes complex. Therefore, E2E intelligent O&M becomes an
essential factor for indoor coverage in the future.
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3.4.2 5G Indoor Coverage Deployment Strategies
The traditional DAS cannot meet 5G service requirements for elastic capacity, digital operation, visualized
O&M, and high frequency adaptability. Therefore, a digital indoor coverage system will become an
inevitable choice. To meet the requirements for high density, ultra-high bandwidth, ultra-high availability,
ultra-low latency, massive connectivity, location services, visualized O&M, and intelligent operation in the
5G era, a 5G digital DAS must have the following features:


Miniaturization and integration: Dense deployment will be a norm for 5G indoor networks, requiring
digital headends with higher integration and output power. Considering different scenarios and indoor
installation requirements, the devices must be compact and easy to deploy to reduce cost.



E2E digital control: The working status of a large number of headends and other network elements
(NEs) can be monitored in real time, operations, such as power adjustment and RF enabling and
disabling, can be performed on NEs based on their working status, and network resource allocation
can be automatically optimized based on the conditions of surrounding channels and user density.



Adaptation to services and scenarios: Various frequency bands, such as 3G, 4G, and NB-IoT, C-band,
and mmWave band, must be supported. In addition, software scalability is required to avoid secondary
site visits. For service scenarios with tidal effects, the AI-enabled O&M is required to adjust capacity
of different areas based on traffic changes to reduce the overall network deployment cost.



Automatic diagnosis, self-healing, and capability exposure: With the all-active digital systems and
headend-level MR capability, network devices are visualized and geographic display of network
performance is supported. Quick network fault recovery and preventive management are supported to
minimize manual intervention and O&M costs. In addition, indoor positioning is provided and site
supports the capability exposure and continuous operation of 5G networks.
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4. Site Openness
4.1 Necessity of Site Openness
In the 4G era, many countries and regions have tried to open social resources through site alliance to
mitigate difficulties in site acquisition and deployment and high TCO. With the advent of the 5G era, the
site density is higher and available space is smaller. As a result, the preceding problems are more
prominent. Therefore, social resources need to be further opened.

4.1.1 Increasing Difficulties in Site Acquisition
Site acquisition has always been a difficult problem for operators in new site deployment. Current site
acquisition faces serious challenges, such as difficulties in obtaining approval from the government and
neighborhood community obstruction, high rent, few candidate site resources, and restrictions in special
cases. 5G sites are closer to end users and more sites are deployed. When the current site resources are
already nearly exhausted, site acquisition will be more difficult in the 5G era.

4.1.2 Increasing Difficulties in Site Deployment
To meet site capacity requirements, new frequency bands are used in 5G. This further challenge the limited
rooftop space. The increase in the power consumption of 5G sites also leads to insufficient power supply
capacity and poses challenges to the reconstruction of existing power systems. 5G requires a higher
transmission rate, which will lead to upgrade and reconstruction of existing transmission networks.

4.2 Moving Towards Openness and Sharing
4.2.1 Opening Social Resources for Site Deployment
By 2019, only 7 million wireless sites have been deployed worldwide. By contrast, there are more than 1
billion social poles, 10 million billboards, and 10 million convenience stores. If these social resources are
open for wireless site deployment, 5G deployment will be accelerated significantly and the owners of the
resources can make extra revenue. Currently, some countries and regions are already trying to open public
resources for site deployment.

4.2.2 Sharing Site Resources for the Society
The high communication towers can be shared for purposes beyond communications, such as monitoring of
forest fire, meteorology, railways, and earthquake activities. This greatly reduces the deployment cost and
shortens the deployment period for these applications.
In the 5G era, sites are closer to each other and to users, and can accommodate devices for other purposes,
such as lighting, LED display, video surveillance, and meteorology monitoring devices to provide
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diversified services, such as electronic tour guide, crowd detection, intelligent parking guidance, and
license plate recognition, making wireless site resources available for the society.

4.3 Building an Open Site Ecosystem to Accelerate 5G Site
Scale Deployment
To better promote the synergy of communication site resources and social resources, we need to build an
open site ecosystem and work with all industries to continuously facilitate openness and cooperation in
policies, resources, and design standards. Many countries and regions are exploring this method.

4.3.1 Open Policies
The government of Jiangsu province released guidance on 5G network deployment, covering construction
and deployment, approval process, and industry development to simplify the approval process for the
construction of towers, sites, pipelines, and equipment rooms, and accelerate the implementation of the
remote approval service.


Public resource openness: The government requires that public resources, such as utility street lamp
poles, public security surveillance poles, urban management and monitoring poles, and power towers,
be open to 5G network facilities.



Power supply support: Based on the deployment characteristics of 5G network facilities, power
companies are required to organize efforts to promote the transformation from transferred to direct
power supply for 5G sites.



Multi-purpose smart poles: The government organizes efforts to develop smart pole construction
standards. It requires smart poles to integrate various functions, such as 5G communications, smart
lighting, video surveillance, traffic management, environment monitoring, information exchange, and
emergency help.

4.3.2 Open Resources
To address the site acquisition problem, the Indonesian tower operators are cooperating with large property
owners. By cooperating with AlfaMart and IndoMart/IndoMobile, the tower operators gain access to the
site resources from more than 25,000 chain supermarkets. By signing a cooperation agreement with the
MAC property management company, the operators gain access to the indoor site resources of 750 large
buildings for deploying DIS(digital indoor system). By cooperating with electric power companies, the
operators obtain 530,000 power poles.

4.3.3 Open Design Standards
The Hong Kong government combines smart city projects with 5G construction and puts forward the
strategy of making smart pole standards compatible with 5G network functions. The government requires
that local operators, municipal planning departments, lamp pole manufacturers, and communication
equipment supplier work together to develop smart pole standards to make sure that they are 5G-ready. By
opening the unit interfaces, the smart poles can install 5G communication modules.
Currently, the Hong Kong government has initiated pilot construction. Smart poles not only implement
public functions such as green lighting and surveillance, but also facilitate 5G deployment.
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5. Acronyms and Abbreviations
Abbreviations

Full spelling

AAU

Active Antenna Unit

BBU

Baseband Unit

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBD

Central Business District

CPRI

Common Public Radio Interface

DAS

Distributed Antenna System

eCPRI

Enhanced-Common Public Radio Interface

EIRP

Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power

eMBB

Enhanced Mobile Broadband

EMF

Electromagnetic Field

GULNR

GSM, UMTS, LTE, NR

IoT

Internet of Things

LOS

Line of Sight

LTE

Long Term Evolution

MEC

Multi-Access Edge Computing

mMTC

Massive Machine-Type Communications

NR

New Radio

OMU

Optical Multiplexer Unit

OPEX

Operating Expense

PTP

Precision Time Protocol

RRU

Remote Radio Unit

TCO

Total Cost of Ownership

uRLLC

Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communications

vEPC

Virtualized Evolved Packet Core

VoLTE

Voice over Long Term Evolution
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